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Abstract 
Bioactive surface formation within photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) was demonstrated via photochemical means in our earlier 
work. The bioactive surface consisted of streptavidin bound to a biotin-functionalized layer of protein. Here, we address the issue 
of non-specific binding between streptavidin molecules and any exposed silica surfaces within the PCF. Increasing the protein 
coverage mitigated this problem, where a denser coverage was achieved by repeating the protein passivation. Subsequent study 
on improving the specific binding was also performed by increasing the duration of photobleaching, which resulted in more 
photochemically bound biotin. Optimal parameters were then selected based upon practicality and repeatability of results. 
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1. Introduction 
Bioactive surfaces are surfaces designed to specifically interact with biomolecules [1, 2]. The proficiency in 
capturing and attaching biomolecules has enabled their broad application – such as in directed cell-growth, 
chromatography and biosensing. Surface-specific biosensing, in particular, not only exploits these surfaces’ 
selectivity but also conforms to the surface-localized nature of the interactions. The further ability to probe these 
surface interactions has highlighted optical waveguides and fibers as ideal substrates [3, 4]. Markedly, photonic 
crystal fibers (PCFs) have offered the additional benefit of self-containment, where light-matter interactions could 
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be achieved without the need of additional sample chambers or flow cells. This was enabled by their air hole arrays, 
which serve as microfluidic channels and are adjacent to guided light – a source for optical probing.  
Although the immobilization of bioactive surfaces has been demonstrated in PCFs via the use of multiple 
polyelectrolyte layers and silianization, the techniques were elaborate and entailed numerous hazardous chemicals. 
Notably, our earlier work [5] successfully demonstrated the immobilization using a considerably simpler method 
that comprised only non-toxic biomolecules. The idea stemmed from prior reports where silica surfaces in planar 
substrates [6] and microfluidic channels [7] were functionalized with a biomolecule (biotin) using two simple steps: 
(1) protein passivation of silica surface and (2) photobleaching fluorescent dye-conjugated biotin molecules. Here, 
photobleaching radicalizes the fluorescent dye conjugate as well as an amino acid residue on the passivated protein, 
allowing for their reaction and consequent binding. The bound biotin hence allows for the further conjugation of 
streptavidin, which in turn provided additional binding sites for other biotin molecules. However, despite the 
successful detection of bound streptavidin in our earlier study, a considerable amount was determined to have 
resulted from non-specific binding. This was ascribed to interactions between streptavidin and the exposed silica 
surfaces [8], which resulted from an incomplete coverage by the passivated protein. This posed a problem as non-
specifically bound streptavidin was expected to hinder the bioactive surface’s functionality due to effects such as 
reduced binding affinity. 
In that regard, this work would focus on the minimization of non-specific streptavidin binding. This would be 
achieved by improving the protein’s coverage of the silica surfaces through repetition of the protein passivation step. 
Repetition was selected, as other parameters such as interaction time and protein concentration were observed to 
repeatedly result in the undesirable choking of the PCFs’ air holes. Apart from reducing non-specific binding, this 
study would also explore a means of improving specific binding. This would be accomplished by extending the 
duration of photobleaching, which should generate more radicalized molecules for reaction and thus more bound 
biotin. In sum, this work explores means of optimizing the bioactive active surface formation within PCFs. 
2. Methodology 
 
Fig. 1. Illustration of the three phases involved in the creation of in-fiber bioactive surfaces.  
(BSA: Bovine serum albumin; B4F: Biotin-4-fluorescein; pbB4F: photobleached B4F; AttoSA: Atto 488-conjugated SA) 
105mm lengths of defected-core PCFs [9] (dcPCFs) were functionalized internally via a technique reported in our 
earlier work [5]. In brief, it comprised three phases (summarized in Fig. 1): (1) protein passivation of in-fiber silica 
surfaces with bovine serum albumin (BSA); (2) immobilization of biotin-4-fluorescein (B4F) onto BSA by means of 
photo-induced radicalization; (3) conjugation of streptavidin (SA) to the BSA-bound B4F. 
dcPCFs were infiltrated and flushed with a customized 50 ml syringe pump. Photo-immobilization and 
spectroscopy were conducted using a simplified version of our earlier reported platform [10]. It comprised a dcPCF 
bent at a radius of 12.5 mm aligned to input and output optical fiber connections at opposite ends. The excitation 
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input was a 2.3 mW 490 nm fiber-coupled LED while the spectral output acquisition was a computer-linked 
spectrometer. The above-mentioned three phases are described as follows. 
Phase 1: BSA passivation was achieved via 2 cycles of BSA infiltration and flushing. Each cycle consisted of 30 
min of continuous infiltration with 2 % BSA followed immediately by 15 min of flushing with distilled ultra-
filtrated water (DIUF H2O). 
Phase 2: Following a 5 min infiltration of 77.6 µM B4F, the dcPCF was inserted into the platform for a 
photobleaching process. This was done by a 10 min in-fiber exposure of B4F to the LED excitation at maximum 
power. Excess B4F was then flushed with DIUF H2O for 20 min creating the primary bioactive surface of BSA-
bound photobleached B4F (BSA-pbB4F). 
Phase 3: Fluorescent dye(Atto 488)-conjugated streptavidin (AttoSA) at 1 mg/ml was then infiltrated for 5 min, 
followed promptly by a 20 min flushing with DIUF H2O. This created the secondary bioactive surface of AttoSA 
conjugated to BSA-bound B4F (BSA-pbB4F-AttoSA) 
Spectral data were subsequently analyzed with an in-fiber fluorescence spectroscopy method [11]. The method 
was used to quantify the amount of bound SA (or SA coverage density) based upon the detectable concentration of 
its conjugated fluorescent dye – Atto 488. 
In this study, two steps were varied to study their corresponding effects on the SA coverage density: (1) the 
number of BSA cycles in Phase 1 was performed for 0x (i.e. uncoated), 1x, 2x and 3x; and (2) the duration of 
photobleaching in Phase 2 was conducted for 5 min, 10 min and 15 min. 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
Fig. 2 Computed SA coverage densities for varied (a) number of BSA cycles and (b) photobleaching durations.  
Blue squares and red diamonds represent fibers with and without photobleaching respectively. 
SA coverage densities were computed from fluorescence spectral data for both variations – number of BSA 
cycles and photobleaching durations – and shown in Fig. 2. Generally, the higher the amount of Atto 488 
fluoresence detected implied a larger quantity of bound AttoSA. The effects of each variation on the extent of 
specific and non-specific SA binding would be discussed as follows. 
Results shown in Fig. 2(a) reflect the various extent of bound AttoSA when different numbers of BSA cycles 
were used in the protein passivation phase. Firstly, the red-coloured plot corresponds to results from in-fiber 
surfaces lacking photo-immobilized B4F (i.e. without photobleaching). The detectable presence of any AttoSA 
hence implied the contributions from the non-specific binding of SA to the in-fiber silica surfaces. In accord with 
expectations, increasing the number of BSA cycles did indeed result in a reduced amount of non-specifically bound 
AttoSA, reflected by the decreasing SA coverage density.  
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The blue-coloured plot, on the other hand, corresponds to results from biotin-functionalized (i.e. with 
photobleaching) in-fiber surfaces. Detected AttoSA in this case reflected a combination of specifically and non-
specifically bound SA. In particular, the contributions of specific binding here could be deduced from the difference 
between the blue- and red-coloured plots. Changing the number of BSA cycles, however, did not result in a 
distinctive deviation of the two plots. This implied no significant change in the amount of specific binding, ascribed 
to effects of steric hindrance where biotin-bound SA prevent other SA from reaching available biotin binding sites. 
This was of course with the exception of the uncoated fiber (0x BSA cycle), where specific binding could not occur 
due to the complete absence of BSA that is required for B4F’s immobilization. In addition, the general decrease 
observed could likewise be attributed to the reduced amount of non-specific binding depicted by the red-coloured 
plot.  
Interestingly, repeatability was observed to improve when the number of BSA cycles was increased up to 2x, 
deduced from the decreasing standard deviations represented by error bars in the plots. This could be ascribed to the 
increased uniformity in the BSA coating upon repeated introductions of BSA. Uniformity in BSA coating would 
hence propagate through the subsequent phases of the bioactive surface formation, producing for more consistent 
results. However, a lower repeatability was observed for a 3x repetition of the BSA cycle, which could be ascribed 
to effects of the dcPCF’s air holes becoming choked. This was evident during experimental runs, where choking of 
the fibers were most frequently experienced for the 3x cycle during the BSA passivation itself as well as subsequent 
phases. All in all, a 2x repetition of the BSA cycle was deemed most suitable for subsequent studies based upon 
experimental results and observations. 
Following the deduction of an optimal number of BSA cycles, a further study on the duration of photobleaching 
was conducted and results are shown in Fig. 2(b). As expected, increasing the duration of photobleaching resulted in 
a higher amount of bound SA, reflected by the increasing SA coverage density. Since a longer duration of 
photobleaching would generate a higher population of radicalized molecules, more B4F immobilization events could 
hence occur. Markedly, the extent of increase was observed to be smaller from 10 to 15 min, implying either (1) a 
saturation of immobilized B4F where the amount of passivated BSA becomes the limiting factor or (2) an effect 
steric hindrance similar to that observed earlier. In that regard, coupled with similar observations of higher choking 
frequencies upon extending the photobleaching duration (to 15 min), 10 min durations were concluded to be 
sufficient and practical.  
4. Conclusion 
Our earlier demonstration of bioactive surface formation within PCFs experienced the problem of non-specific 
binding between SA and silica surfaces not covered by BSA. In this work, non-specific binding was experimentally 
demonstrated to reduce upon an increase in the BSA coverage. BSA coverage of the in-fiber surfaces was improved 
by repeated cycles of BSA passivation. Results show an optimal coverage upon a 2x repetition, determined by a low 
amount of non-specifically bound SA and high repeatability. On the other hand, specific binding was observed to 
increase with long durations of photobleaching, which resulted from more photobleached B4F being immobilized. 
Here, results and experimental observations deemed 10 min of photobleaching as the ideal duration. All in all, the 
bioactive surface formation was optimized via a reduction of non-specific binding and improvement of specific 
binding. In addition, as the experimental parameters were decided with consideration of practicality and 
repeatability, subsequent studies using the in-fiber bioactive surface would be largely facilitated. 
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